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Abstract

In this paper, we present a study on learning visual

recognition models from large scale noisy web data. We

build a new database called WebVision, which contains

more than 2.4 million web images crawled from the Internet

by using queries generated from the 1, 000 semantic con-

cepts of the ILSVRC 2012 benchmark. Meta information

along with those web images (e.g., title, description, tags,

etc.) are also crawled. A validation set and test set con-

taining human annotated images are also provided to facil-

itate algorithmic development. Based on our new database,

we obtain a few interesting observations: 1) the noisy web

images are sufficient for training a good deep CNN model

for visual recognition; 2) the model learnt from our WebVi-

sion database exhibits comparable or even better general-

ization ability than the one trained from the ILSVRC 2012

dataset when being transferred to new datasets and tasks;

3) a domain adaptation issue (a.k.a., dataset bias) is ob-

served, which means the dataset can be used as the largest

benchmark dataset for visual domain adaptation. Our new

WebVision database and relevant studies in this work would

benefit the advance of learning state-of-the-art visual mod-

els with minimum supervision based on web data.

1. Introduction

The recent success of deep learning has shown that a

deep architecture in conjunction with abundant quantities

of labeled training data is the most promising approach for

most vision tasks [18, 14, 34, 24, 29, 7, 37, 32, 40, 6].

However, annotating a large-scale dataset for training such

deep neural networks is costly and time-consuming, even

with the availability of scalable crowd-sourcing platforms

like Amazon Mechanical Turk. As a result, there are rel-

atively few public large-scale datasets (e.g., ImageNet [4]

and Places2 [43]) from which it is possible to learn generic

visual representations from scratch.

Thus, it is unsurprising that there is a continued interest

in developing novel deep learning systems trained on low-

cost data, including unlabeled images/videos [39, 28], self-

supervised and semi-supervised approaches [5, 41, 1, 25],

and methods that exploit weak and noisy labels from auxil-

iary sources [3, 15, 27, 17]. In particular, there is promising

recent work on using the web as a source of supervision

for learning deep representations for a variety of important

computer vision applications, including image annotation,

object detection, and fine-grained classification [3, 15, 17].

Learning from web data differs from purely supervised

or unsupervised learning because images and videos on the

web are naturally accompanied with abundant meta data

(such as surrounding text, title, tags, etc.) that can provide

weak supervision without the tedium or expense of crowd-

sourced manual label. While the existing works [38, 22, 3,

15, 17] have shown advantages of using web data in vari-

ous applications, their tasks and methodologies differ from

each other, making it hard to identify key issues and effec-

tive ways when utilizing web data. Moreover, their results

were often obtained using much more images or categories,

making it difficult to understand the capacity of noisy web

images for learning visual recognition models when com-

pared with the human-annotated datasets.

To address these problems, we present a rigorous study

on learning visual recognition models from large scale

noisy web data. We build a new web image database called

WebVision, which contains more than 2.4 million of web

images crawled from the Internet (about 1 million from

Google Image search, and 1.4 million from Flickr) by using

queries generated from the same 1, 000 semantic concepts

as the benchmark ILSVRC 2012 datast. Meta information

along with those web images (e.g., title, description, tags,

etc.) are also crawled. A validation set and a test set, each

containing 50, 000 human annotated images, are also pro-

vided to facilitate algorithmic development. With this new

database, we are keen to answer the following questions:

• How do the noisy labels of web images impact the

visual recognition models, compared with those from

human-annotated data? The WebVision database is

constructed using the same 1, 000 semantic concepts

as the ILSVRC 2012 datast, which is the current

most popular large scale human-annotated benchmark

dataset for image classification. This allows us to com-
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pare directly with the ILSVRC 2012 dataset on the

1, 000 categories image classification task. Our exper-

imental results show that the CNN model learnt from

WebVision achieves quite competitive results with the

one learnt from ILSVRC 2012. Further analysis, by

varying the number of training images, indicates that

the web images are limited in the quality of labels (i.e.,

the label noise in the web data), but can be compen-

sated by the advantage in the large quantity.

• How good is the generalization ability of the learnt

models from web images, when applied to other

datasets and tasks? When applying the model trained

on WebVision (resp., ILSVRC 2012) to the ILSVRC

2012 (resp., WebVision) validation set, we observe a

performance drop when compared with when apply-

ing the model to the WebVision (resp., ILSVRC 2012)

validation set. This indicates that there exists a dataset

bias between the WebVision dataset and the ILSVRC

2012 datasets. Nevertheless, the model trained on the

WebVision dataset exhibits good generalization ability

when the feature representation is transferred to other

tasks. It achieves comparable or even better results

on the image classification tasks using the Caltech-256

and PASCAL VOC 2007 datasets.

• Is the meta information useful for visual recogni-

tion? Another interesting property of web data is the

abundant meta information accompanied with images.

Such information often provides a certain semantic ex-

planation of web images.

Besides the above observations on learning from web

data, our WebVision database can also be used for other

vision problems. For example, since a dataset bias is ob-

served between the WebVision dataset and the ILSVRC

2012 dataset, it can be used as a benchmark setting for the

visual domain adaptation task, which to our best knowledge

makes it the largest dataset for this task to date. Moreover,

the meta-information combined with the training images

can also be used for the multi-modality learning tasks. We

have released this dataset to the public to advance the re-

search in learning from web data and other related fields 1.

2. Related Work

The Internet has been a popular data source for creat-

ing various datasets for computer vision research. Many

computer vision datasets were constructed by harvesting

images from the Internet and filtering with human annota-

tions, including ImageNet [4], PASCAL VOC [8], Caltech-

256 [13], 80M tiny images [36], SUN [42], Places2 [43],

MS COCO [23] etc. Moreover, a few video datasets [9, 33,

1http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/webvision/index.html

19] were also built by crawling videos from the Internet. All

these datasets rely on humans for further annotation, while

the study of this work focuses on directly learning knowl-

edge from noisy web data without using instance-level hu-

man annotations.

There is a continued interest in the community on learn-

ing visual recognition models directly from web images.

Researchers focused on different issues in learning from

web data, and have proposed various approaches. Fergus et

al. [10] exploited images from the Google search engine for

image categorization based on an improved pLSA method.

Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman [38] proposed a multi-

instance learning (MIL) method to explicitly handle the la-

bel noise when using web images as training data. Berg-

amo and Torresani [2] studied the domain adaptation issue

between web images and existing visual recognition bench-

mark datasets. Schroff et al. [30] proposed an approach to

automatically harvest images from the Internet for learn-

ing visual recognition classifiers. Li et al. [22] proposed

to exploit the meta information associated with web im-

ages to improve the visual recognition performance. How-

ever, those works merely studied the problem in small scale,

which might not always generalize to large scale problems.

In this work, we conduct extensive experiments with our

newly proposed WebVision database, and re-exterminate

those issues in a large scale scenario.

A few recent works [3, 17, 15] have also been proposed

to utilize web images as training data for learning deep

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [21, 18]. Chen and

Gupta [3] crawled more than 3, 000 concepts of web im-

ages, and trained a CNN which achieves comparable results

with ImageNet models for object detection and localization.

Krause et al. [17] showed that models learnt from web data

outperformed those learnt from human-annotated datasets

for find-grained classification tasks. Joulin et al. [15] pro-

posed a word prediction model learnt from web images,

and showed good generalization ability for the object detec-

tion and scene classification tasks. While those works have

shown the power of web data combined with deep learn-

ing techniques, their tasks and methodologies differ from

each other, making it hard to identify key issues and effec-

tive ways when utilizing web data. Moreover, their results

were often obtained using much more images [17] or cat-

egories [3], making it difficult to understand the capacity

of noisy web images for learning visual recognition models

when compared with the human-annotated datasets. The

recent large scale database Google Open images [16] was

announced, but the labels are annotated by a nonpublic ma-

chine model and the semantic concepts were not aligned

with existing human-annotated datasets. In contrast, the

newly proposed WebVision database was built with the

same 1, 000 semantic concepts as the popular benchmark

human-annotated large scale ILSVRC 2012 dataset. Exten-



Figure 1. Examples of images from Flickr (top), Google (middle), and ImageNet (bottom). Left: “tree frog”; right: “car wheel”

sive experiments are conducted in this work to analyze the

issues when learning from web data.

From a broader perspective, our work is also related to

the recent works on learning visual representation with less

human supervision, including unlabeled images/videos [39,

28, 27], self-supervised and semi-supervised approaches [5,

41, 1, 25]. Learning from web data differs from purely

supervised or unsupervised learning because images and

videos on the web are naturally accompanied with abun-

dant metadata that can provide weak supervision through

search engines without the tedium or expense of crowd-

sourced manual labels.

3. WebVision Dataset

To study learning from web data, we build a large scale

web image database called WebVision by crawling web im-

ages from the Internet. This new database is then used to

investigate the potential of the web data for learning repre-

sentations in this work. Next, we will describe the details on

the construction of the WebVison dataset, and then provide

an analysis on it.

3.1. Dataset Construction

Semantic Concepts: The first issue for building a new

database is, what semantic concepts of web images shall

we collect from the Internet to learn a generic representa-

tion? An example of labeled dataset is the ILSVRC 2012

dataset [4], which consists of 1, 000 semantic concepts. The

representation learnt from those 1, 000 concepts of images

exhibits good generalization ability, and it has been a com-

mon way to fine-tune CNN models learnt from ILSVRC

2012 dataset for various computer vision tasks, such as im-

age classification [26], object detection [11], object seg-

mentation [31] and action recognition [32]. We construct

our dataset by collecting web images from the same 1, 000

semantic concepts. Moreover, using the same 1, 000 seman-

tic concepts as the ILSVRC 2012 dataset, it allows us to

better understand the potential of the web data for learning

representations by directly comparing with ones learnt from

the ILSVRC 2012 dataset.

Web Sources: We consider two popular sources, the

Google Image Search website2, and the Flickr website3. It

has been shown in the literature that the images crawled

from Google Image Search are effective for image catego-

rization and representation learning [36, 13, 8, 43, 3, 17].

Data Collection: We individually query images on those

two websites. The queries are generated by using the

synsets defined in the ILSVRC 2012 dataset. For the synsets

containing multiple items, we treat each item as a query, and

crawl images individually for each item in the synset of each

category. Items that appear in multiple synsets are revised

to avoid conflicts. For example, the synsets of “n02012849”

and “n03126707” are the same, i.e., “crane”. To eliminate

the conflict, we augment those two synsets as “crane bird”,

and “crane truck, crane tower”, respectively. A complete

list of the queries for both website are shown in the Supple-

mentary. In total, we obtain 1, 631 queries from the synsets

of 1, 000 semantic categories.

For the Flickr website, we use its text based image search

portal, and crawl up to 2, 000 images for each query. We

remove images where the short side is less than 500 pixels,

and finally obtain 1.6M images.

For the Google Image Search website, we crawl as many

images as possible for each query, which usually results in

600–1, 000 images for each query. After removing the in-

valid links, we obtained in total 1.1M images.

For each crawled image, its class label is decided by the

synset that its corresponding query belongs to. For exam-

2http://images.google.com/
3http://www.flickr.com/
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Figure 2. Number of images per category of the WebVison dataset.

(a) Flickr image (b) Google image

Figure 3. Examples of image meta information from Flickr and

Google. The meta-information associated with these two images

is: (a) title: “Brambling”; description: “Brambling - Fringilla

montifringilla Russia, Moscow region, Saltykovka, 10/13/2007”;

tags: ”Brambling”, ”Fringilla montifringilla”; (b) title: “High

Quality Stock Photos of brambling”; description:“Brambling,

male, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany / (Fringilla montif-

ringilla) /”.

ple, for the images crawled by using “crane bird”, its synset

ID is “n02012849”, which has label 135 using the ILSVRC

label set. Since the image search results can be noisy, the

training images may contain significant outliers, which is

one of the important research issues when utilizing web data

(see quantitative results in Section 3.2 and 4.2).

Meta Information: One advantage of web images is the

abundant textual information, which usually contains valu-

able semantic information about the images, and has been

shown to be quite useful for image categorization in the

literature[30, 22, 15]. For each Flickr image, we down-

load its accomplished textual information, including title,

description, tags, etc. Geographical information and cam-

era information is also included if it is available. For Google

images, the title and description along with each image are

crawled. An example of the meta information associated

with images from both sources crawled using the query

“brambling” are shown in Figure 3.

Validation and Test Sets: To facilitate algorithmic de-

velopment, we also split a subset from the crawled images,

and annotate a validation set and a test set. We randomly

split out 200, 000 images (200 images per category), and put

them along with their noisy labels on the Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk (AMT) platform 4. The users are asked to verify

if the label provided with each image is correct or not. Each

image is annotated by three users, and is considered as an

inlier image if more than two users agree. For concepts with

less than 100 inlier images, we continue to split a number of

images from the crawled data, and send to AMT for annota-

tion. Finally, we obtain in total 100, 000 human-annotated

images, where each of the 1, 000 categories contains 100
images. We then equally split it into two sets, a validation

set and a test set, each containing 50, 000 images, i.e., 50
images per category.

The remaining images are used as the training set. To

ensure that there is no overlap between the training set and

validation or testing set, we perform near-duplicate image

detection and remove near duplicate images from the train-

ing set [43]. Specifically, we first resize each image into

size of 128× 128 and employ PCA to reduce its dimension

to 500. Then, based on the PCA feature, we compute the

Euclidean distance of each image pair from training set and

validation (or testing) set. Finally, according to the com-

puted distance, we remove the top 5,000 images from the

training set, that are most close to the validation data or test

data. Finally, the training set of WebVision database con-

tains in total 2,439,574 images, in which 1,459,125 images

are from Flickr and 980,449 images are from Google Image

Search.

3.2. Dataset Analysis

Category Distribution: We plot the number of images

per category for our WebVision database as well that for

the ILSVRC 2012 dataset in Figure 2. The number of im-

ages per category in the ILSVRC 2012 dataset is restricted

no more than 1,300. For our WebVision database, and the

4http://www.mturk.com/
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Figure 4. Number of inlier images among 200 images per category

of the WebVison dataset, sorted by number of “3 votes” images in

descend order.

number of images per category varies from 300 to more

than 10, 000. the number of images per category depends

on both the number of queries generated from the synset for

each category, and also the availability of images on Flickr

and Google. Usually a category with many queries contains

more images.

Domain Difference: We give some examples of Flickr

and Google images in our WebVision database in Figure 1.

The images of corresponding categories from the ILSVRC

2012 dataset are also included for comparison. Generally,

the Google images are usually with a clean background, and

the objects/targets in the image are captured with a clear

shot. In contrast, the images from Flickr are usually cap-

tured with various backgrounds in the wild, and the ob-

jects/targets are sometimes with small sizes. As a compari-

son, the ILSVRC 2012 dataset is filtered with human anno-

tation, so the objects/targets are usually clearly visible with

diverse backgrounds. A quantitative analysis on the domain

difference between WebVision and ILSVRC 2012 datasets

are given in Section 3.2.

Noisy Labels: To investigate how noisy the labels of

web images are, we take the annotation results from the first

round (200K images) as an example, and plot the user votes

in Figure 4. Each vote indicates that a user agrees the pro-

vided label is correct, and images with more than 2 out of 3

votes are considered as true inlier images.

From the figure, we observe that the crawled web images

contain a considerable amount of outliers. About 20% of

images are considered as true noisy images (i.e., “0 vote”),

and the inlier images (i.e., “3 votes” and “2 votes”) take only

66% of the total images. Moreover, the number of inlier

images varies a lot in different categories. The cleanest cat-

egory is “867 – Tractor” which contains 199 inlier images

among 200 split images. The worst one is “627 -lighter,

light, igniter, ignitor”, which has only 24 inlier images.

4. Experimental Studies

Our WebVision database contains noisy but rich web

data for learning representations, which could be adapted

for many high-level vision tasks. In this section, we present

a simple baseline for directly learning from web data, and

investigate the capacity of the WebVision dataset for differ-

ent visual recognition tasks by comparing with the human-

annotated ILSVRC 2012 dataset.

4.1. Baseline Model and Dataset Bias

Baseline: We first propose a simple baseline method to

learn visual representation on the training set of our We-

bVision dataset. Specifically, we treat the query concepts

as the semantic label of each image and train an AlexNet

model [18]. Following the standard training pipeline, we

first resize each image to make shorter size as 256. Then, a

patch of size 227× 227 is randomly cropped from each im-

age, and this crop (or its horizontal flipping) is fed into the

network for training. We use the mini-batch stochastic gra-

dient algorithm to learn the network parameters, where the

batch size is set to 256 and the momentum set to 0.9. The

learning rate is initialized as 0.1 and decreased by a factor
1

10
every 200, 000 iterations, and the whole training proce-

dure stops at 900, 000 iterations. After the model training,

we verify the performance of the learned model on the val-

idation data of WebVision and ILSVRC 2012 with a single

crop test.

Results: We first report the performance of our learned

models on the validation data of the WebVision dataset and

the results are reported in Table 1. We see that our learned

AlexNet model obtains the performance of top1 accuracy of

57.03% and top5 accuracy of 77.90% on the validation set.

As the semantic concepts of our WebVision are the same

as in ILSVRC 2012, we can perform cross-dataset testing

on the models learned from the WebVision and ILSVRC

2012 dataset. The performance comparison is reported in

Table 1. We notice that there is a performance drop when

we conduct cross-dataset testing, for example, the top5 ac-

curacy of our WebVision model decreases to 70.36% from

77.90% and for the ILSVRC 2012 model it decreases from

79.77% to 74.64%. These results indicate that there is a

domain difference between our WebVision dataset and the

ILSVRC 2012 dataset [35, 20, 12]. Meanwhile, we also

notice that the performance drop of our WebVision model

is larger than of the ILSVRC 2012 model, which could be

explained by the fact that our WebVision dataset is much

noisier than the ILSVRC 2012 dataset.

4.2. Quantity vs. Quality

Image Quantity: Compared with the ILSVRC 2012

dataset, one obvious advantage of the WebVision dataset is



Table 1. Image classification results on the WebVision validation

set and the ILSVRC 2012 validation set. The number inside resp.,

outside the parentheses denotes the Top-1 (resp., Top-5) classifi-

cation accuracy (%) using center crops. The best result on each

validation set is denoted in bold.

ILSVRC 2012 Val WebVision Val

ILSVRC 2012 79.77 (56.79) 74.64 (52.58)

WebVision 70.36 (47.55) 77.90 (57.03)
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Figure 5. Classification accuracy (%) on WebVision validation

set when using different percentages of images in the WebVision

dataset and the ILSVRC 2012 dataset.

that it contains many more images, around twice the number

of images in the ILSVRC 2012 dataset (2.44M vs. 1.28M).

To investigate the influence of the number of training im-

ages on the recognition performance, we conduct experi-

ments by respectively sampling 10%, 20%, 50% and 100%

of images per category in the WebVision and ILSVRC 2012

datasets. We train AlexNet models, and report their classifi-

cation accuracy on the WebVision validation set in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, we observe that the recognition perfor-

mance drops for both datasets when reducing the number

of training images. We also observe that the models trained

from WebVision outperform those from ILSVRC 2012 in

all four cases. This is not surprising, considering that the

WebVision training images are almost twice as many as

those of ILSVRC 2012, and the possible influence from

dataset bias. However, when we compare the recognition

performance of models using similar number of images, it

is interesting to observe that the accuracy using 50% of We-

bVision training images is still similar to that using 100%

of ILSVRC 2012 training images (52.22% vs. 52.58%), but

the accuracy using 10% of WebVision training images has

a significant gap to that using 25% of ILSVRC 2012 train-

ing images (30.47% vs. 39.65%). We conjecture that this is

because the labels of WebVision contain significant noise,

which may corrupt the model when the number of training

images is limited.

Quantity vs. Quality: To further investigate the im-

pact of label noise in the WebVision dataset, we conduct
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Figure 6. Top-1 classification accuracy (%) on WebVision valida-

tion set when using different number of images in the WebVision

dataset and the ILSVRC 2012 dataset. The numbers of images

correspond to 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100% of the total number of

images in the ILSVRC 2012 dataset, respectively. The WebVision

images are sampled such that the number of images per category

is as the same as the ILSVRC 2012 dataset.

experiments by respectively sampling 128K, 320K, 640K,

and 1.28M images (corresponding to 10%, 25%, 50%, and

100% of the total number of ILSVRC 2012 images) from

WebVision and ILSVRC 2012. For categories in WebVi-

sion with insufficient images, we duplicate the images such

that the number of training images per category are ensured

the same between two datasets. We train AlexNet models

and report in Figure 6 their classification accuracies on the

WebVision validation set.

From Figure 6, we observe that the WebVision model

achieves better classification accuracy than ILSVRC 2012

dataset when using 1.28M images (55.11% vs. 52.58%).

Despite the possible benefits for the WebVision model

gained from the dataset bias issue, this result reveals that

the harm of label noise issue is neutralized by the large num-

ber of training sample. This can be further verified by the

results when reducing the number of training images. In

this case, the advantage of the WebVision model over the

ILSVRC 2012 model is vanishing, and the recognition ac-

curacy is worse than of the ILSVRC 2012 model when us-

ing 128K training images. This also implies that the visual

recognition performance could possibly be further boosted

by mining larger number of images from the Internet, which

can be done at nearly no cost.

4.3. Transfer Learning

To investigate the generalization ability of the AlexNet

model learnt from the WebVision dataset, we compare it

with the same model learnt from the ILSRVC dataset by

transferring the learnt model for image classification and

object detection tasks. In the image classification task, we

directly evaluate the learnt feature representation on the

benchmark Caltech-256 dataset [13] and the PASCAL VOC

2007 dataset [8]. In the object detection task, we perform



Table 2. Image classification results on the Caltech-256 and PAS-

CAL VOC 2007 datasets. The classification accuracy (%) is re-

ported on the Caltech-256 dataset, and the mean of average preci-

sions (mAP in %) over 20 categories is reported on PASCAL VOC

2007 dataset.

Caltech-256 PASCAL VOC 2007

ILSVRC 2012 70.44 75.65

WebVision 70.43 77.78

Combined 73.61 78.46

object detection on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset by fine-

tuning the pre-learnt models.

4.3.1 Image Classification

Experimental Setup: We use the Caltech-256 and

PASCAL-VOC 2007 datasets as the benchmarks to evalu-

ate the feature representation learnt using our WebVision

dataset, and compare to the feature representation learnt

with the same AlexNet architecture using the ILSVRC

dataset.

For the Caltech-256 dataset, 30 images per category are

used as the training set and the rest as the testing set. For the

PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset, we combine the official train

and validation splits as the training set, and use the test split

as the test set.

For all CNN models, we use the 4096-d output from the

”fc7” layer as the feature representation. Each image is re-

sized such that its short side is 256. Then, ten 227x227

patches are obtained by cropping and flipping five patches

at center and four corners. Those ten feature vectors are

then averaged as the final feature vector for each image. ℓ2
normalization is performed on the final feature vectors.

For the Caltech-256 dataset, we run ten rounds of ran-

dom sampling and train a multi-class SVM classifier using

the training set at each round. The mean classification ac-

curacy on the test set over ten rounds is reported. For the

PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset, since images may have mul-

tiple labels, we train a one-versus-all binary SVM classifier

for each category, and report the mean of average precision

(mAP). The trade-off parameter C for SVM is set as 1 in all

experiments, which generally gives the best test results for

all models.

Results: The results of all methods are reported in Ta-

ble 2. The result using the feature representation learnt from

our WebVision dataset is on par with that from the ILSVRC

2012 dataset on the Caltech-256 dataset (70.43 vs. 70.44),

and is better on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset (77.78

vs. 75.65). This indicates that the representation learnt di-

rectly from web images can generalize to the third dataset as

well as or slightly better than the human-annotated ILSVRC

2012 dataset, which clearly demonstrates the good gener-

alization ability of the model learnt using web images for

other computer vision tasks.

We fuse the models from our WebVision dataet and

the ILSVRC dataset by concatenating two feature rep-

resentations. The classification accuracy are further

boosted (70.44, 70.43) → 73.61 on Caltech-256 and

(75.65, 77.78) → 78.46 on PASCAL VOC 2007. This in-

dicates that the WebVision model is complementary to the

ILSVRC 2012 model to some extent, and the vision tasks

can be benefited by further leveraging abundant web images

from the Internet.

4.3.2 Object Detection

We further investigate the generalization ability WebVision

model when being fine-tuned to the new vision tasks. We

take the object detection task as an example by using the

state-of-the-art Faster-RCNN framework [29] on the PAS-

CAL VOC 2007 detection dataset. Following the standard

Faster-RCNN framework [29], we use the PASCAL VOC

2007 train/val images to fine-tune the detection networks by

using the AlexNet models trained from the WebVision and

ILSVRC 2012 datasets, respectively. The experiments are

conducted using the existing public faster-rcnn toolbox 5.

The object detection performance is measured on the PAS-

CAL VOC 2007 test images. The results are evaluated by

average precision (AP) and mean AP is reported to measure

the overall detection performance.

The object results are summarized in Table 3. We

observe that the WebVision model achieves comparable

results compared with the ILSVRC 2012 model, which

demonstrates its good generalization ability when being

transferred to a new vision task in a fine-tuning fashion.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have studied the problem of learning

visual recognition models from large scale noisy web data.

A new large scale web images database called WebVision

was built, which contains more than 2.4 million web im-

ages crawled from Flickr and Google Image Search by us-

ing queries generated from the same 1, 000 synsets as the

benchmark ILSVRC 2012 dataset. Meta information along

with those web images (e.g., title, description, tags, etc.)

were also crawled. We further annotated a validation set

and test set to facilitate algorithmic development.

Based on this dataset, we conducted extensive experi-

ments which gave a few interesting observations:

• Considerable label noise exists in the web images, but

the WebVision database is still able to train a robust

deep CNN model for visual recognition. The large

number of training images overcome the noisy label

issue in the web data.

5Codes are available at https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn



Table 3. Object detection results on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. We fine tune the models on the train+val data of PASCAL VOC 2007

by using the Faster-RCNN detection framework, and perform detection on the test set of PASCAL VOC 2007. The average precision (%)

for each category as well as the mean average precision over 20 categories are reported.

Model areo bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP

ILSVRC 2012 64.0 67.3 53.5 39.6 32.4 66.6 71.6 66.4 36.6 61.1 58.4 62.2 75.1 70.4 65.0 33.1 56.5 48.0 69.3 64.4 58.1

WebVision 64.6 70.6 50.8 41.8 28.6 66.8 71.4 69.4 34.6 63.2 61.8 62.1 74.4 69.7 65.1 32.8 53.2 52.2 70.8 59.5 58.2

• The visual knowledge learnt from the WebVision can

be transferred to new datasets and tasks as effectively

as from the ILSVRC 2012 dataset. Comparable or

even better results were achieved for image classifica-

tion on Caltech-256 and PASCAL VOC 2007, and for

object detection on PASCAL VOC 2007.

• A domain difference was observed between the Web-

Vision database and the ILSVRC 2012 dataset, which

is verified with both qualitative and quantitative re-

sults.

Based on the newly proposed dataset, an incomplete list

of potentially interesting research issues in related fields

could be: 1) Although the label noise issue is alleviated by

the large number of training images to some extent, it is in-

teresting to develop new deep learning approaches to cope

with the noisy labels in web images to further boost the vi-

sual recognition performance; 2) Considering the dataset

bias between the WebVision and ILSVRC 2012 dataset,

it would also be interesting to utilize our new dataset to

study the visual domain adaptation issue in a large scale

and loosely labeled scenario; 3) It is also desirable to study

the effectiveness of other types of meta-information such

as “title”, “tag”, “description”, etc. New algorithms for ef-

fectively incorporating the meta-information when learning

deep models are also in high demand.
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